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Electronic--experimental and techno 5 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Experimental, ELECTRONIC: Techno

Details: NOTES This CD is a collector's item! Along with Blaak Acyd and Corporate Coitus, I created two

other pieces while working at a background music company: Don't Fuck Giraffes and Be So Sweet. The

piece Don't Fuck Giraffes gets it's implausible title because it uses a recording of a conversation between

two Apollo 14 astronauts who were on the moon at the time (The conversation goes: "You know what I

feel like, Al? -What? -You know those pictures of giraffes running in slow motion...?"). Be So Sweet

begins with a subversively edited recording of a speech by George Bush the first (where he says in a

disjointed fashion: "I had a joint tonight and it is kicking in now!"). Aside from the interpolation of these

words, the source sounds for Be So Sweet came from a five-second .wav file sent to me by my friend in

the Walk Entropy (not the company's real name) warehouse. BIO DAVID HAHN composes diverse styles

of music ranging from the experimental sounds of a quartet of electronically-processed guitars played by

himself to chamber music featuring traditional instruments and voices. He was educated as a practicing

musician and a music scholar at Brown University, The New England Conservatory of Music, The

Guildhall School of Music and Drama, and Stanford University. A former faculty member of the Early

Music Department at The New England Conservatory, he received the doctorate in historical musicology

from Stanford University in 1993. As a professional guitarist, mandolinist and lutenist, David Hahn has

performed with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the San Francisco Symphony and Opera Orchestras,

Boston Musica Viva, the Seattle Symphony, Musica Nel Chiostro in Florence, and the City of London

Festival. He is a co-founder of the Boston Renaissance Ensemble which performed widely in the US and

Europe and received the Noah Greenberg Award for "excellence in the performance of Early Music" from

the American Musicological Society. Mr. Hahn's music has been commissioned and performed by a
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number of established professional ensembles and soloists. He won grants from Meet the Composer, the

National Endowment for the Arts, the Soros Foundation, Seattle's Artist Trust and the Jack Straw

Foundation. His 3-movement suite for mandolin and guitar, Passionate Isolation, won the 2004

composition prize awarded by the Classical Mandolin Society of America. His music has been performed

throughout the United States-including the 2004 Carnegie Hall debut of guitarist Cem Duruz-and in

Canada, Chile, Turkey, Croatia, France, Germany and Cyprus.
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